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Site Maps and Task Flows
Structuring Your Project from 

Here to There and Back Again 

Site maps help to identify the structure of websites and 

applications. They can show hierarchies and connec

tions that allow your audience to gain an understanding 

of where users may locate content. Task flows take site 

maps a step further by identifying the various courses 

of action that a user may traverse within a section of 

the site. Task flows also draw the connections to error 

states, content, or page views based on decision points 

throughout the process. When used together, site maps 

and task flows can provide your audience with a clear 

picture of content structures and how users may navi

gate through them. 
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Swimlanes are also useful when you need to cross out of the digital world 

and into the physical world for part of your process (Figure 11.20). In those 

cases. you can define actors and roles to help identify the steps in the pro

cess and the activities that they are engaging in. 
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Figure 11.20 This swimlanes diagram is an example of a swimlane that crosses digital and 

physical activities

The important thing to remember here is to not limit yourself in your uses of 

task flows or site maps. Stretch the boundaries of the basics that you've been 

shown in this chapter. In the event you really need something to test your 

mettle. spend some time creating a task flow for how to tie your shoes. 

Good luck! 
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